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Uranium and the politics of language

I would just like to respond to a couple of people who raised an issue about the Inuktitut term 
for uranium: "nungusuittuq."

One GN delegate to the uranium mining workshop in Baker Lake, publicly told the audience, 
that uranium should be called: "nungu-qattaqtuq" - it gets used up. She stated the current 
translation is wrong.

Recently Arviat's mayor, who stated his support for uranium mining because it will be good for 
everyone, said he would like to see the Inuktitut translation of the word uranium changed 
because right now it is translated into something that doesn't go away, like cancer.

I don't remember exactly who first translated the original word, nungusuittuq. But to me this 
translation fits the description of the metal if you do a serious research on the subject.

The word "nungu-juq" means consumed, gone, spent, vanished, used up, etc.

Adding the Inuktitut suffix suit-tuq , suit = not, tuq = does. Thus, nungu = gone, suit = not, tuq = 
does.

If you do a little research on this most deadly element, you will learn of its many decay 
products, nuclear chains, half-life, the list goes on. Any volunteers for Inuktitut translation for 
the latter words?

Again, one Inuktitut word will not do. We must come up with something that decribes what the 
substance is.

What is half-life anyway? It is how long each particular substance (from the 15 decay products) 
will take to "nungu."

The half-life of a radioactive element is the time it takes for half of its atoms to decay into 
something else. For example, the half-life of radium-226 is 1,600 years.

Therefore, in 1,600 years, one gram of radium-226 will turn into half a gram of radium-226 and 
half of gram of something else (its radioactive decay products.)

After another 1600 years have elapsed, only a quarter of a gram of radium-226 will remain.

The quantity of any radioactive element will diminish by a factor of 1,000 in 10 half-lives. Thus, 
in 16,000 years, one gram of radium-226 will decay into a milligram of radium -226 and 999 



milligrams of other decay products. It means it does not decay and therefore has no half-life. 
New Inuktitut translation? Nappaqmik uumayungnangittuq, ahh, still sounds too scary!

On a happy note: First time I ever heard about a person who had nungusuittulik, it wasn't that 
he had uranium, he was millionaire. You see, sometimes a same word can mean something 
either good or bad.

This describes how people of Nunavut feel about uranium. To some its sounds good, to others it 
sounds bad.
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